
ne of the most wonderful features
of early spring is that the deafen-
ing silence of winter has finally
been broken. Sound has once again

returned to the natural world. 
There are three great choruses in nature’s

year. The first is the resurgence of bird song,
beginning in February. By mid-April, the
voices of the amphibian world will add their
music and, when mid-summer arrives, the
insect kingdom will dominate the sound-
scape. This week, however, I want to talk
about the avian chorus. 

By early April, bird song
is already very noticeable.
Even for  those of us living
in suburban areas, the early
morning cacophony of song
may at first seem terribly
confusing. However, almost
all of the voices belong to
fewer than a dozen species.
The dominant singer in
built-up areas is quite often
the northern cardinal.
Broadcasting its ownership
of territory from an open,
elevated perch, the cardinal
sings loud, lusty, one- or
two-note phrases over and
over again. One of the most

common cardinal songs starts with a series
of drawn out “ TWEER-TWEER-TWEER-
TWEER” whistles, followed immediately by
a rapid string of  WHIT-WHIT-WHIT-
WHIT... notes. Keep in mind, however, that
the cardinal’s song is extremely variable. 

Competing for supremacy over the sound-
waves but singing a little more softly, the
voices of American robins are almost impos-
sible to miss. The song is a series of low
whistled phrases, often described in English
translation as “CHEERILY-CHEERY-
CHEERILY.” When they become agitated,
listen for their “PIIK” call and loud, descend-
ing whinny. Robins are especially vocal at
sunrise. 

Five other players, albeit of lesser musical
virtuosity, are also quite dominant most
days. The raspy, nasal “CAW” of the Ameri-
can crow is an almost constant presence. Its
close cousin, the blue jay, is usually heard,
too, blasting out a harsh, raucous “JAAY-
JAAY-JAAY...” Jays also sing a musical,
rolling “TOOLILI”  phrase that is not easily
recognized by the casual birder. The harsh
“CHACK”s of common grackles are generally
part of the cacophony, as well. These birds
often fly about in early spring in small, noisy
flocks. They are very distinctive, with their
shiny, iridescent, purple-black feathers. A
fourth species that can be quite loud is the
European starling. Often perched on tele-
phone wires, starlings produce a  raspy,
squeaky chatter that seems completely dis-
jointed. Listen for high, sliding whistles
thrown into the mix, as well. Finally, it’s
hard to go anywhere in Peterborough in the
early spring without hearing the
monotonous series of identical “CHIRP”s of
the house sparrow.  This species is especially
common in the downtown core.

Once you’ve sorted out the vocal bullies of
the morning chorus, it’s time to concentrate
on some of the softer voices. These almost
always include the soft, clear,  two- or three-
note whistle of the black-capped chickadee.
Often described as  “FEEE-BEE,” the first
note is higher and longer than the second.
Some people remember it as “HI CUTY.”
You should also listen for a very high-
pitched, musical series of warbled notes that
are delivered with machine gun rapidity.
Usually emanating from the very top of a
spruce tree, this ridiculously complex warble
belongs to the house finch. Completing the
trio of gentler singers is the ubiquitous
mourning dove. Its soothing “OOO-OOO-
OOO” song is confused by many people for
that of an owl. 

If you happen to live in a more rural area
that is  interspersed with fields, the call of
the killdeer can be a common sound. This
member of the plover family makes  a sharp,
piercing “DEE-DEE-DEE” that is often
given in flight. This same habitat is also
home to the eastern meadowlark, another
very vocal songster of early spring. Mead-
owlarks produce a beautiful, clear whistle
that can be heard at considerable distances.
The  mnemonic for this song is “SPRING OF
THE YEAR.” In shrubby areas, or along a
roadway or fenceline, the song sparrow’s
outpourings are hard to miss. The song is a
complex, jumbled production of trills and

clear notes. “MAIDS-MAIDS-MAIDS-PUT-
ON-YOUR-TEA-KETTLE-ETTLE-ETTLE”
is the rather off-the-wall memory aid for this
song. 

Damp fields and wetlands  have several
other species to offer. Most noticeable in
early spring is the red-winged blackbird.
Male red-wings advertise their presence by
screeching a loud, strident “CONK-A-
REEEEEEEE.” They also produce high,
clear whistles which serve as alarm calls.
Turning your attention skyward, there’s a
good chance you may hear a strange tremolo
sound. Although actually seeing the bird
may prove difficult, what you are hearing is
the “winnowing” of the Wilson’s snipe. As
part of his courtship display, the male flies
in wide, horizontal circles high above the
ground and regularly dives with its tailed
fanned. With each dive, the outer tail feath-
ers vibrate and create the tremolo effect.
This signals other male snipe to stay away!

If you make an evening visit to damp, open
habitats bordered by second-growth forest or
wetland, you will also stand an excellent
chance of hearing and seeing the American
woodcock. In the twilight period after sun-
set, woodcock begin to make a loud, nasal
“PEENT” sound. As darkness falls, the calls
become more numerous until, all of a sud-
den, the bird takes off. As it gains altitude,
its outer flight feathers begin to vibrate and
produce a high twittering sound. When the
bird begins its descent, the twittering is
replaced by liquid, warbled notes that the
woodcock actually sings. The warbling ends
abruptly just before the bird lands. Upon
landing, it walks stiff legged in the direction
of the female and once again begins peent-
ing. Woodcock often display in the dawn twi-
light, as well.

Although less abundant and far less pre-
dictable as to when and where you can hear
them, owls also lend their voices to the
sounds of early spring. In woodlots through-
out central and southern Peterborough
County, listen for the very deep, muffled,
rhythmic hoots of the great horned owl. The
mnemonic for remembering this song is
“WHO’S AWAKE? ME, TOO.”  Southern
Peterborough County is home to the eastern
screech owl. They are often found in wood-
lots along the Indian, Ouse, and Otonabee
rivers. The screech owl’s most common song

is a rapidly-delivered series of notes
descending  in pitch and sounding  like a
horse’s whinny. These small owls  also deliv-
er a similar sounding trill which stays on
one pitch. 

If you head north onto the Shield, the most
common owl species is usually the barred
owl. This species’s song is higher-pitched
than that of the  great horned and much
louder and emphatic. It sounds remarkably
like “WHO-COOKS-FOR-YOU? WHO-
COOKS-FOR-YOU-ALL?”  The last note
drops in pitch and is drawn out.  

Both barred and screech owls will often fly

in quite close to you in response to a tape
recording of their call. My wife will never
forgive me for one night at my brother’s cot-
tage when we ended up with more owl enter-
tainment than we bargained for. We were
sitting around a campfire late one evening
when I decided to call in a barred owl that
was hooting in the distance. The bird
responded almost immediately to my tape
and was soon perched above us in a maple,
staring down with its big brown eyes. As it
continued to call sporadically in the glare of
the flashlight, we all enjoyed a great look at
this beautiful bird. The show didn’t stop
there, however. Convinced that there was
another male in its territory, the indignant
owl continued to blast out its “WHO COOKS
FOR YOU...” call every couple of minutes for
the next two or three hours and managed to
keep everyone awake half the night.  

Drew Monkman is a Peterborough
teacher and author of Nature’s Year in
the Kawarthas. He can be reached at
dmonkman1@cogeco.ca.  Karl Egressy is
a Guelph nature photographer. To see
more of his work and to contact him, go
to www.kegressy.com.

Some friends are on the
trip of a lifetime in Asia
and, thanks to the Inter-
net, everyone who knows
them, and some who don’t,
are aware of exactly where
they are and what they’re
doing. On a website there
are photos with descrip-
tions and tons of text out-
lining the details of the
trip. The things that struck
me about the online trip
journal are that the whole
technical apparatus needed
to update the diary from anywhere
in the world is free, and  that this
may be one of the better uses of
the much abused blog.

An online journal is commonly
referred to as a blog, which is the
coinage resulting from combining
the two terms “web” and “log.” The
concept of a blog is fairly straight-
forward. A person uses the Inter-
net to post a diary or journal of
just about anything ranging from
what was served for dinner, to
movie reviews, and right on up to
insightful political commentary or
news. However, when blogs first

came online around 1996,
it was only people who
could master the intrica-
cies of scripting a web page
and posting the results
that could be bloggers. The
mechanics of blogging have
now reached the stage
where huge companies
have invested large sums
of money in developing
technology to the point
where anyone can do a blog
with no technical knowl-
edge at all. The proof that

blogging may be one of the most
popular trends on the Internet is
shown by the numbers.  In 1996,
there were just 23 known bloggers
on the Internet. By 2005, it is esti-
mated that the minimum number
is about 50 million.

The great downfall of blogs is
their sheer numbers, and the fact
that millions of them are merely
exercises in personal vanity. Too
many of them are forgettable dia-
tribes, musings on the mundane
aspects of someone’s life, or grand
exposes of nothing.  In 2001, I was
amazed that an early pioneer of

the Internet, Dan Bricklin, spent
an enormous amount of text, time,
and talent to carefully document,
complete with colour photos,  a
technician repairing his cable
modem. The whole pointless exer-
cise is still on the Internet
(http://danbricklin.com/log/cable-
modem.htm), but now bears a
2006 copyright.

However, amid the dross there
are true gems of what can be done
with the concept of a diary com-
bined with something interesting
to say, and numerous links. Dur-
ing the Southeast Asian tsunami,
and again during Hurricane Katri-
na, blogs were in the forefront of
publishing news and photos with
an immediacy and poignancy. You
can view lists of the best blogs by
country and subject at the 2005
Weblog awards (http://2005.blog-
gies.com). Two of my favourites,
Slashdot (http://slashdot.org) for
geeky nerds, and BoingBoing
(www.boingboing.net) for the rest
of us, were perennial winners of
the top categories. The hallmark of
a good blog is its interest coupled
with tons of links to the various

sources and stories that are being
discussed. A champion of this type
of blog is Best of the Blogs
(www.bestoftheblogs.com), which
collects material from everyone
else’s web logs.

How do you get a blog? It’s actu-
ally pretty easy, and free. Blogger
(www.blogger.com) is owned by
Google, and 360 Degrees
(http://360.yahoo.com) is the prop-
erty of Yahoo. Each of them will
let you create a blog using tem-
plates.  Everything is done online,
and you can use any computer, or
even a mobile phone, anywhere in
the world to upload photos and
text.

Both of these services are really
good, but 360 Degrees has one
essential feature, which is the
ability to restrict who can see your
blog. Blogger will only let you
restrict the comments added to the
blog, but the whole thing can be
viewed by anyone who can find it.
You can search for blogs and see
what’s hot at Blogger, which uses
Google’s impressive search abili-
ties to ferret out web logs by key-
words.

Ray Saitz, a Peterborough
resident and teacher, writes a
weekly column on the Internet.
He can be reached at
rayser3@cogeco.ca.
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Karl Egressy, Special to The Examiner

The dark orange breast and black head
of an American robin (top photo) indi-
cate that this bird is a male; a male
red-winged blackbird (above) and a
male song sparrow in full voice (left).


